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ABSTRACT

air compression include an internal combustion engine hav
ing an exhaust manifold and an intake manifold; a turbo
charger with an exhaust gas turbine and a compressor, each
having an inlet and an outlet; a first exhaust gas conduit
connecting the exhaust gas turbine inlet with the exhaust
manifold; a charge air conduit connecting the turbocharger
compressor outlet with the intake manifold; a motor-driven
compressor having an inlet and an outlet, with the outlet
connected with the inlet of the turbocharger compressor; a
two-input proportioning gas control valve having a first inlet
open to atmosphere and a Second inlet connected with an
EGR conduit connected with the flow of exhaust gas from
the internal combustion engine, and an outlet to deliver a
mixture of air and exhaust gas to the inlet of the motor
driven charge air compressor, and a control operating the
two-input proportioning gas control valve to mix in con
trolled proportions, air from atmosphere and exhaust gas
from the internal combustion engine for further compression
of the mixture of air and exhaust gas for the intake manifold
of the internal combustion engine. The control can be
provided with algorithm for control of the two-input pro
portioning gas control valve to provide an optimal mixture
of recirculated exhaust gas and air for operation of the
internal combustion engine with reduced NOX. Such sys
tems can include a bypass conduit and a check valve
between the inlet and outlet of the motor-driven charge air
compressor, an EGR cooler to provide cooled EGR to the
Second input of the two-input proportioning gas control
Valve, an EGR particulate filter or trap, and an intercooler for
the compressed charge air.

Systems with exhaust gas recirculation and two-stage charge
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2
emerged as a lower cost alternate to conventional active
regeneration trap Systems.
In turbocharged heavy-duty diesel engines it is Sometimes

TURBOCHARGING SYSTEMS FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

difficult to introduce EGR into the intake manifold because

turbocharged intake manifold pressures are usually greater
than exhaust System preSSures. To circumvent this problem
exhaust gas has been intercepted at a point upstream of the
engine turbocharger where pressure is generally higher than
that of the intake manifold. This approach is commonly

This invention relates generally to internal combustion
engine Systems for improving the low-Speed performance of
internal combustion engines and for lowering objectionable
engine emissions.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Increasing the power output of a given size internal
combustion engine, e.g., a diesel engine, by Supercharging
has been common practice for decades. Turbocharging has
evolved as a preferred method because of its utilization of
exhaust gas energy to drive a compressor rather than
mechanically connecting the compressor to the engine.
Turbocharging results in lower fuel consumption, higher
power output potential, and compensation for air density
loSS when engines are operated at high altitude.
The capability of modern engines to produce more power
from a given cylinder displacement has been Steadily
increased due to engineering innovation and development,
and modern engines can utilize higher charge air pressures
than a Single turbocharger can provide. Thus, a number of
high Specific power diesel engines employ two turbocharg
erS with their turbines and their compressors connected in
Series. In a typical arrangement of Series turbochargers, one
turbocharger is mounted on the exhaust manifold and com
prises a high preSSure Stage, and a Second turbocharger
comprises a low preSSure Stage. The turbine of the high
pressure Stage receives exhaust gas from the manifold and
the low preSSure Stage turbine receives exhaust gas from the
high pressure Stage and discharges it to the atmosphere. The
low pressure Stage compressor takes in air from the
atmosphere, compresses it, and delivers it to the high
preSSure Stage compressor, Sometimes through a charge air
cooler. The high pressure compressor Stage accomplishes a
Second Stage of charge air compression before delivering the
charge air to the intake manifold. The two turbochargers in
Series present a complicated and expensive means of Sup
plying highly compressed air to an internal combustion
engine.
In the near future, heavy-duty engines will be required to

meet lower levels of nitrogen oxide (NOx), hydrocarbon
(HC) and particulate emissions. Proposals for future emis

Sions regulations are calling for Stricter nitrogen oxide while
keeping particulate matter Standards at their current level. In
June of 1996, the EPA proposed a plan for reducing pollution
from heavy trucks, which calls for NOx+HC emissions of
2.4G/BHP-HR and particulate matter of 0.10 G/BHP-HR by

referred to as high pressure loop (HPL) EGR.
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While high pressure loop EGR applied to several heavy
duty diesel engines has been effective in reducing NOX to
the 2.0 G/BHP-HR., diverting exhaust gas for EGR
upstream of the turbocharger turbine reduces the exhaust gas
energy available to drive the turbocharger. The penalty
asSociated with Such a System, is an increase in fuel con
Sumption and an associated increase in particulate matter
emissions. With a trap-based, after-treatment System, control
of the particulate matter may be achieved; however, the fuel
consumption penalty remained unresolved.
Another EGR configuration preserves turbocharger per
formance by Supplying exhaust gas for recirculation from a
point downstream of the turbocharger. At this location,
exhaust gas pressure is at a lower level than that of the intake
manifold and the EGR can be introduced in the system
upstream of the turbocharger compressor. The preSSure
difference in Such Systems can be generally adequate for
EGR flow rates needed to reduce NOX to the 2.0 G/BHP-HR

level. This configuration is known as the low pressure loop

(LPL) EGR system.
The advantages of the LPL EGR system over the HPL
EGR system include:

1) Lower fuel consumption from that of the HPL con

35

figuration as a result of better turbocharger performance than
that of the HPL configuration.

2) With the presence of a particulate trap, the LPL EGR

Supplies filtered exhaust with possible improved engine
durability.
40

3) Because exhaust gas downstream of the trap is cooler
than that provided from upstream of the turbocharger (as in
the HPL case), LPL EGR would have a higher heat absorb
ing capacity for rates similar to those of the HPLEGR rates.

45

4) With cooler EGR there is a possibility of reducing the
Size of the EGR cooler and providing a more compact unit.

5) Reducing the EGR cooling requirement may help
prevent exhaust System condensation and potential erosion
of the turbocharger compressor wheel.
50

6) EGR and fresh charge air mixing may be improved by

introducing the mixture upstream of the turbocharger com

2004.

preSSor.

One method of reducing NOx emissions is exhaust gas
recirculation, a technique used in Some light-duty diesels
and in passenger car gasoline engines. Exhaust gas recircu

Diesel engines have an excellent appetite for the EGR at
low idle and no load engine conditions where they experi
55

internal combustion engines by diluting the charge air and
depressing the maximum temperature reached during com
bustion. However, a detrimental effect of EGR is a resulting
increase in particulates. Government regulations dictate that
particulate emissions must be held to a level of 0.10 G/BHP
HR by the year 2004.
Particle traps have been used in dealing with the insoluble
diesel particulate problem. This method of diesel exhaust
after treatment has been traditionally characterized by high
cost and low reliability. Recent developments in passively
regenerated traps using fuel additive catalyzing agents have

ence extremely high air-to-fuel (A/F) ratios relative to those

of the gasoline engine. At peak torque and rated Speed/full
load diesel engine conditions, typical A/F ratios are 25 to
30:1, respectively. Therefore, it is desirable to avoid employ
ing EGR at these conditions to reduce or prevent Smoke

lation (frequently referred to as “EGR”) reduces NOx in

60
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formation.

Motor-assisted turbochargerS have been used to improve
internal combustion engine performance by Supplementing
the energy of the exhaust gas at low engine Speed with
electrical energy applied to an electric motor that assists the
turbocharger turbine in driving the turbocharger charge air
compressor. When there is a need for engine acceleration
from low Speed or an increased engine load, the electric
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motor can be energized and respond by increasing the
turbocharger compressor's rotational Speed, providing addi
tional boost, and thus improving the engine's response at
low Speed and to increased loads. AS engine Speeds increase,
for example, beyond peak torque Speed, the engine turbo
charger can develop the high boost required for the proper
engine performance and low exhaust emissions, and the
electric motor can be deemergized.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention provides internal combustion engine SyS
tems and methods with two-stage charge air compression
and exhaust gas recirculation.
Systems of the invention with exhaust gas recirculation
and two-stage charge air compression include an internal
combustion engine having an exhaust manifold and an
intake manifold; a turbocharger with an exhaust gas turbine
and a compressor, each having an inlet and an outlet; a first
exhaust gas conduit connecting the exhaust gas turbine inlet
with the exhaust manifold; a charge air conduit connecting
the turbocharger compressor outlet with the intake manifold;
a motor-driven compressor having an inlet and an outlet,
with the outlet connected with the inlet of the turbocharger
compressor; a two-input proportioning gas control valve
having a first inlet open to atmosphere and a Second inlet

15

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 1 illustrates a system of the invention with two-stage
compression of charge air and exhaust gas recirculation for
an internal combustion engine.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE BEST
MODE OF THE INVENTION
25

connected with an EGR conduit connected with the flow of

exhaust gas from the internal combustion engine, and an
outlet to deliver a mixture of air and exhaust gas to the inlet
of the motor-driven charge air compressor, and a control
operating the two-input proportioning gas control valve to
mix in controlled proportions, air from atmosphere and
exhaust gas from the internal combustion engine for further
compression of the mixture of air and exhaust gas for the
intake manifold of the internal combustion engine.
Systems of the invention can include a bypass conduit and

35

a check valve between the inlet and outlet of the motor

driven charge air compressor, an EGR cooler to provide
cooled EGR to the second input of the two-input propor
tioning gas control valve, an EGR particulate filter or trap,
and an intercooler for the compressed charge air.
Systems of the invention include a control provided with
engine operating Signals from the internal combustion
engine, and the control can be provided with algorithm for
control of the two-input proportioning gas control valve to
provide an optimal mixture of recirculated exhaust gas and
air for operation of the internal combustion engine with

40
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high pressure loop exhaust gas recirculation (HPL EGR).
The control 40, which is preferably a microprocessor
based control, is provided with engine operation Signals over
an electrical connection 26 from Sensors and Signal
generators, for example, for engine Speed, and engine

60

engine. The control 40 can operate the motor-driven com
preSSor 22, through a connection 42 and a power controller
22a for its motor, to provide charge air compression when
needed, as at low engine Speeds and in response to accel

65

increased air to reduce objectionable emissions.
The amount of exhaust gas required in the charge air
mixture to limit objectionable emissions, Such as NOx, to

throttle and load demands, at the internal combustion

mixture to the intake manifold of the internal combustion

exhaust gas are compressed and controlled in mixing to
provide an optimal reduction of NOX and particulate matter

engine 11, and an outlet 39 connected with the inlet 21 of the
motor-driven compressor 22, and a control 40 to operate the
two-input proportioning gas control valve 35 to mix, in
controlled proportions, air from atmosphere and exhaust gas
from the internal combustion engine and admit the mixture
to the inlet 21 of the motor-driven charge air compressor 22.
In the illustrated system of FIG. 1, the flow of exhaust gas
from the internal combustion engine is intercepted between
the exhaust manifold 12 and the turbocharger turbine inlet
16 at Substantially the pressure of the exhaust manifold and
the system of FIG. 1 provides what has been referred to as

55

engine.
In the method of the invention, the flows of air and

FIG. 1 illustrates a system 10 of the invention with
two-stage charge air compression and high pressure loop
exhaust gas recirculation.
The system of FIG. 1 includes: an internal combustion
engine 11 including an exhaust manifold 12 and an intake
manifold 13, a turbocharger 14 having an exhaust gas
turbine 15 with an inlet 16 and an outlet 17, and a charge air
compressor 18 with an outlet 19 and inlet 20; an exhaust gas
conduit 32 connecting the exhaust gas turbine inlet 16 with
the exhaust manifold 12 and a charge air conduit 33 con
necting the charge air compressor outlet 19 with the intake
manifold 13, preferably through an intercooler 24; a motor
driven compressor 22 having an inlet 21 and outlet 23 with
its outlet 23 being connected with the inlet 20 of the charge
air compressor 18, a two-input proportioning gas control
valve 35 having a first inlet 36 open to atmosphere, and a
Second inlet 37 connected with an exhaust gas conduit
means 38 to deliver EGR from the internal combustion

reduced NOX.

The invention also provides a method of operating an
internal combustion engine with exhaust gas recirculation
and two-stage compression of its charge air, comprising:
intercepting a flow of exhaust gas from the internal com
bustion engine, directing the flow of exhaust gas for mixing,
providing a flow of air for mixing with the exhaust gas,
mixing the flows of air and exhaust gas in controlled
proportions into a mixture of exhaust gas and air, controlling
proportions of air and exhaust gas in the mixture, compress
ing the mixture of exhaust gas and air, directing the com
pressed mixture of exhaust gas and air to the input of a
turbocharger compressor, and further compressing the com
pressed mixture of exhaust gas and air with the turbocharger
compressor and directing the resulting further compressed

4
in the exhaust gas of the internal combustion engine, and
Such methods can include the further Steps of Sensing engine
Speed, determining when the engine is operating below peak
torque Speed, Sensing engine loading and reducing the
exhaust gas proportion in the mixture as the engine loading
increases. The method can include the further Step of ter
minating the compression of a Substantially all air mixture
by the motordriven compressor as charge air for the internal
combustion engine at high engine Speeds. In methods of the
invention, the recirculated exhaust gas is preferably cooled
before its mixing with air and may be filtered to remove
particulate matter.
Other features and advantages of the invention will be
apparent to those skilled in the art from the drawings and
more detailed description of the invention that follows.

eration demands and increased loads and to a need for
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predetermined levels can be determined by laboratory test
ing of an engine over its entire Speed and load range. The
amount of exhaust gas needed in the charge air mixture at
various Speeds and loads can then be programmed into the
microprocessor of the control 40. When the control 40
receives Signals of engine Speed and load, it can then
position the mixing valve 35 so that the predetermined
amount of EGR is present in the charge air mixture being fed
to the engine intake manifold. The motor-driven compressor
22 can increase the pressure of the mixture of exhaust gas
and air for delivery to the intake manifold 13 at low idle
Speeds, during acceleration of the engine from low idle
speeds and at other desirable times. When the turbocharger
14 is Supplied with enough exhaust gas energy to be able to
Supply Sufficient charge air to the engine by itself, the
motor-driven compressor 22 can be de-energized and
bypassed, if necessary or desirable, through the bypass

6
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check valve 28.

The system of FIG. 1 provides control of both EGR and
power augmentation of the internal combustion engine.
Exhaust gas recirculation is provided from the internal
combustion engine and can be Supplied through an EGR
cooler 45 to reduce its temperature and increase its emission
reduction effectiveness, and, if desired, through a particulate
removal means 29 in the EGR path. The two-input propor
tioning gas control valve 35 Serves as a junction point
between the cooled EGR and fresh filtered air. The gas
control valve 35 controls the charge mixture Supplied to the
motor-driven generator 22, and the mixture effected by the
gas control valve 35 depends upon the internal combustion
engine and its operating conditions and the desired rate of
the exhaust gas recirculation for a given emission reduction.
At low idle Speed and in partial load conditions for the
internal combustion engine, the gas control valve 35 will
allow a mixture of fresh air and exhaust gas into the
motor-driven compressor 22, the proportions of the mixture
being determined by the emission reduction algorithm for
the internal combustion engine and its operating conditions.
At Speeds below peak torque Speed and as the load increases,
the gas valve control 35 will gradually reduce proportion of
exhaust gas in the mixture and increase the proportion of air
to the point where substantially 100 percent air is provided
by the gas control valve 35 to the motor-driven compressor
22 at full engine load conditions. In addition, the motor
driven compressor 22 can be operated by the control 40 to
provide increased charge air to the internal combustion
engine 11 at low engine Speeds, when the internal combus
tion engine operator demands engine acceleration, and when
the load on the internal combustion engine increases. Thus,
combined control of the gas control valve 35 and the
motor-driven compressor 22 can improve both engine per
formance and engine emissions at Speeds below peak torque
Speed.
Above peak torque Speed, the turbocharger 14 can usually
be well matched to the engine charge air requirements for
Smoke control; therefore, in Systems of the invention, the
motor-driven compressor 22 may be used only at engine
Speeds below those of peak torque Speed; however, it
provides the capability of providing low emission operation
under a variety of engine operating conditions.
As indicated in FIG. 1, the motor-driven compressor 22
may be provided with a bypass including a check valve 28
for operation of the System at engine full load conditions and
at Speeds above peak torque Speed where the motor-driven
compressor 22 will usually be inoperative. The bypass for
the motor-driven compressor is preferably provided to avoid
potential flow restrictions that might be caused by an inop

25

erative motor-driven compressor 22 at full load conditions,
permitting fresh air, or a mixture of EGR and fresh air to
proceed to the intake manifold 13 without Substantial restric
tion by the motor-driven compressor 22.
Systems of the invention can alleviate problems caused by
Solid particulate matter, Such as insoluble or carbonous
matter, and its adverse effect on the two-stage compressors
and intercooler that deliver the exhaust gas recirculation
mixture to the intake manifold by operating the motor
driven compressor 22 to provide adequate fresh air to
compensate for any drop in the air fuel ratio during engine
operation and thereby avoid Soot formation; however, the
conduit for EGR, e.g., conduit 38, may be provided with a
particle filter or trap 29.
Systems of the invention can thus operate an internal
combustion engine by intercepting a flow of exhaust gas
from the internal combustion engine, directing the flow of
exhaust gas for mixing, providing a flow of air for mixing
with the exhaust gas, mixing the flows of air from exhaust
gas in controlled proportions into a mixture of exhaust gas
and air, controlling proportions of exhaust gas in the air and
the mixture, compressing the mixture of exhaust gas and air,
directing the compressed mixture exhaust gas and air to a
Second Stage compressor, Such as the turbocharger compres
Sor 18 and further compressing the compressed mixture
exhaust gas and air and directing the resulting further
compressed mixture as charge air for an internal combustion
engine.
In methods of the invention, the flows of air and exhaust

35
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gas are controlled in mixing to provide an optimal reduction
of NOX in the exhaust gas of the internal combustion engine.
The method further includes the Steps of Sensing engine
Speed, determining when the engine is operating below peak
torque Speed, Sensing engine loading, and reducing the
proportion of exhaust gas in the EGR mixture as engine
loading increases to a point where the mixture is Substan
tially all air at full engine loading. In methods of the
invention, the two-stage compression of the Substantially all
air mixture can be terminated by a control.
As noted above, the illustrated method of the invention

includes interception of the exhaust gas at Substantially the
preSSures of the exhaust gas manifold, providing high pres

sure loop exhaust gas recirculation (HPL EGR).
45
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The systems invention disclosed in FIG. 1 provides
two-stage compression of the charge air for the internal
combustion engine. In the system of FIG. 1 the first com
pression Stage is provided by the motor-driven compressor
22 and the Second Stage of compression is provided by the
charge air compressor 18 of the turbocharger 14. Charge air
is preferably induced into the System through an inlet air
filter 27.

55

The drawings and description above are directed to those
embodiments of the invention that are currently believed to
be preferred; however, those skilled in the art will recognize
that the invention may be embodied in other Systems and
embodiments without departing from the Scope of the inven
tion as Set forth in the following claims.
I claim:

60

1. An internal combustion engine System, comprising
an internal combustion engine including an exhaust mani
fold and an intake manifold;

a turbocharger having an exhaust gas turbine with an inlet
and an outlet and charge air compressor with an inlet
65

and an outlet;

an exhaust gas conduit means connecting the exhaust gas
turbine inlet with the exhaust manifold, and a charge air

5,771,868
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conduit connecting the turbocharger charge air com
pressor outlet with the intake manifold;
a motor-driven compressor having an inlet and an outlet,
with its outlet connected with the inlet of the turbo
charger charge air compressor,
a two-input proportioning gas control valve having one
inlet open to atmosphere and a Second inlet connected

intercepting a flow of exhaust gas from the internal
combustion engine,
directing the flow of exhaust gas for mixing,
providing a flow of air for mixing with the exhaust gas,
mixing the flows of air and exhaust gas in controlled
proportions into a mixture of exhaust gas and air,
controlling the proportions of air and exhaust gas in the

with a flow of exhaust from said internal combustion

engine and having an outlet connected with the inlet of
Said motor-driven compressor, and
a control, Said control operating Said two-input propor
tioning gas control valve to mix in controlled propor
tions air from atmosphere and exhaust gas from Said
exhaust manifold and admit the mixture to the inlet of

motor-driven charge air compressor.
2. The System of claim 1 further comprising a bypass

1O
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conduit and check valve between the inlet and outlet of the

motor-driven charge air compressor.
3. The System of claim 1 wherein Said exhaust gas conduit
means comprises an exhaust gas cooler connected to provide
a cooled flow of exhaust gas to Said Second inlet of Said
two-input proportioning gas control valve.
4. The System of claim 3 wherein Said exhaust gas cooler
is connected with a coolant of Said internal combustion

engine.
5. The system of claim 1 wherein said control includes
algorithm for calculation of proportions of exhaust gas and
air needed for NOx reduction in the exhaust gas of the
internal combustion engine.
6. The System of claim 1 wherein Said exhaust gas conduit
means comprises a first exhaust gas conduit connected
between the exhaust manifold and the turbocharger exhaust
gas turbine inlet and a Second exhaust gas conduit connected
between the first exhaust gas conduit and the Second inlet of
the two-input proportioning gas control valve.
7. The system of claim 6 wherein the second exhaust gas
conduit includes an exhaust gas cooler.
8. The system of claim 7 wherein the second exhaust gas
conduit includes a particulate trap.
9. The system of claim 1 wherein the system includes
Signal generators for Signals of engine Speed and engine
load, and the control is connected with the Signal generators.
10. The system of claim 9 wherein the control operates the
motordriven compressor in response to engine Speed and
engine load signals.
11. A method of operating an internal combustion engine,
comprising:

mixture,

compressing the mixture of exhaust gas and air,
directing the compressed mixture of exhaust gas and air to
the compressor input of an exhaust gas turbine driven
compressor, and further compressing the compressed
mixture of exhaust gas and air with the exhaust gas
driven compressor and directing the resulting com
pressed mixture as charge air for the internal combus
tion engine.
12. The method of claim 11 wherein the air and exhaust
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gas are controlled in mixing to provide an optimal reduction
of NOX in the exhaust gas of the internal combustion engine.
13. The method of claim 12 including the further steps of
Sensing engine Speed, determining when the engine is oper
ating below peak torque Speed, Sensing engine loading, and
controlling the proportion of exhaust gas in the mixture in
response to engine operating conditions.
14. The method of claim 13 wherein the mixture is

controlled to reduce exhaust gas in the mixture as engine
loading increases.
15. The method of claim 14 including the further step
terminating the compression of a Substantially all air mixture
directed to the compressor input of the turbocharger for the
internal combustion engine.
35
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16. The method of claim 11 wherein the flow of exhaust

gas is intercepted in its flow between the exhaust manifold
and the exhaust gas turbine.
17. The method of claim 11 wherein the intercepted flow
of exhaust gas is cooled before mixing with the flow of air.
18. The method of claim 11 wherein the intercepted flow
of exhaust gas is filtered to remove particulates before the
EGR cooler and mixing with the flow of air.
19. The system of claim 11 wherein the resulting com
pressed mixture is cooled before its delivery to the internal
combustion engine as charge air.

